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At Tothora we are time passionate, and this brings us to 
design and manufacture Time Sculptures. Becoming the 
first to create exclusive pieces and unique for you that 
also love the time and the art. Exclusive for its design and 
uniques because they are handmade manufactured by 
veritable professional cabinet makers. Pieces with real 
mediterranean character and made in Barcelona with 
German machinery, signed by its creator, Josep Vera, cer-
tifying its authenticity and underlining the exclusivity so 
you can enjoy completely the time.

All the woods used are 100% natural, from countries with 
controlled logging from reforested forests, thus ensuring 
sustainability policy of our environment.

Tothora, dreams com



Take a look, we offer you a tour of our time 
that will not leave you indifferent, with the 
best views of our time sculptures.
A new opportunity to see the weather in 
another way, with new models and finishes.
Edited in an artisanal way in Barcelona 
for the whole world, 

,,
unique

,,
, 
,,
singular

,,
 

and 
,,
daring

,,
, this is how our clients define 

our time sculptures. We invite you to enjoy 
them and at the same time we would like to 
share them with you.



josep vera, designer



a dream...



...a reality.



dome



Dome 20 . Dark wood                                              Dome 16 . Wood                                                                  

If you have time, watch how it turns, but do not despair, it only moves minute by minute.



planet



Planet . Mixt

It could be the earth and the moon, but it is smply a sphere with a celluloid satelite, which willtell youthe time, it is surprising, it is unique, it is turnedby hand
in solid wood, two pieces of different finish to delightyour home.



swing



Swing . White 

Swing is the first desktop clock with swing, were you expecting for that? And you knew that something like this only could be done by Tothora, for you, that you’re 
looking the most original for your home. You know we like to surprise you, time is our passion and apparently is also yours. This is why we want to share it with you.



slice



Slice 28 . Walnut               Slice 22 . Beech                                                          Slice 80 . Silver 

Move to the right or to the left drop and be amazed. We are confident that you were waiting for.



seem



 
Seem . Black&Beech

At first sight does not appear a clock. But watch it a moment and see how time flies.



twist



Twist q . Black&blue wood    Twist q 100. Black&Beech    Twist r . Black&Limoncello    Twist r mini . Black&White 

This model comes with a radical temperament and fun at the same time, everything to see the time from another way.



loop



Loop . Cedar                                                                                                          Loop . Wenge

Surprized, don't you?
We have turned around our head and look what we get. A clock, a fantasy or an artwork. You decide the change.



surf



Surf . Cedar                                    Surf . Oak                                         Surf . Wenge 

Dare and enjoy time and time again, at home or near the sea, you choose the place.



cove



Cove. Beech/Oak 

Cove a new design from Mediterrània collection. A clock to enjoy anywere in the house.



box



Box Harlem 20 . Old wood                                                              Box 15 . Gold

This model will not leave you indifferent, look closely, seems to be embedded.
We have not the intention to stop the time; we want you to enjoy it.



quadra



Quadra 20 . 006                                 Quadra 15 . Wenge 

 

A cube available in two sizes, 15 and 20 cm, with different surfaces where distribute the time.



landscape



Landscape 50 . 014

With the landscape model you will discover new horizons where to share your time.  



totem



                                 

Totem has a stature; you can choose the one you want, 50, 100 or 150 cm, are you willing to waste time?

Totem 50 . White                        Totem 100 . Wenge                     Totem 150 . Walnut



trim



Trim 50 . Walnut/Wenge

A clock with personality and a touch of elegance. 



circus crop



Circus crop q . Beech

An inclined tube with cut on purpose, we do not want to imitate Pisa Tower, that's not our intention,
we just want to catch your attention, everywhere you look is charming, isn’t it?



tact



Tact mixt . Walnut                                                                            Tact 18 . White . Rustic 

Be seduced by the magic of this model, fruit of the imagination, the result jumps out,
we have baptized it with the name of tact, you know... tic, tac, tic, tac …





Tothora invites you to enjoy the time, 
with its new collection of modular 

wall clocks. You can choose the base 
of your watch, the size, the shape of 

the needles, whether you want it with 
or without number, large or small 

and of course the finish, lacquered or 
wood. Who can offer you so much for 

a custom handmade clock?

WALLCLOCK
COLLECTION



barcelona 1800



Barcelona 1800 . Wenge/Beech

A wallclock made by hand with seafaring roots, needles that look like oars that move the time, and take us back to the past.
Made with solid beech wood.



barcelona



Barcelona . Wenge

It meets all requirements, is original, is elegant is Barcelona.
A handmade clock with solid beech wood that offers different finishes, not too many, the just so you do not doubt which one you like the most.



barcelona three



Barcelona three . Wenge

It meets all requirements, is original, is elegant is Barcelona.
A handmade clock with solid beech wood that offers different finishes. The only number that takes is the 3 and will serve you to orientate you.



barcelona
flower



Barcelona Flower . Natural Wood

Do you like sharing the time but you don’t know with who? Don’t doubt and dare with me.



track



Track 60 . Wenge

With this clock you’ll impress your friends, simply an artwork at your home.



track three



Track 60 three . Wenge

A wall model, which combines minimalism and tradition, a clock with personality and perspective mediterranea, handmade in DM plated
with natural woods or lacquered. The only number that takes is the 3 and will serve you to orientate you.



globus



Globus 30/35* . Walnut                                                            Globus 60  . 004

Let yourself go and look the time from another point of view.
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globus three



Globus 60 three  . Walnut

Globus 60 three, minimalism taken to the maximum dimension.

9



area



Àrea Rustic wood 25/30/35*                                                              Àrea 60 . Walnut  

Àrea, a different, simple but attractive model, there is nothing similar.
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area three



Àrea 60 three . Garnet     

Área 60 three, a different model, simple, attractive and daring, there is nothing more to say.
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slab



Slab v 50* . 002

Do you like sharing the time but you don’t know with who? Don’t doubt and dare with me.
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wallsurf



Wallsurf with pendulum . Cedar                     Wallsurf  . Wenge

Do not think twice, we have given enough laps to get your attention.





Born with an innovative spirit, with 
a Mediterranean character, and with 

the sole intention of falling in love. 
Hand-made with noble woods, a 

tribute to the cabinetmakers, who 
with their hands really do exceptional 

work, someone will say that it is art, 
we call it passion.

Yes, we are moved by passion,
teamwork and together we realize 

what is born of imagination, a starting 
point that has allowed us to make 

these first designs of the Costa Brava
collection that we undoubtedly want 
to present and that we hope you like.

HOME
ACCESSORIES



tamariu



Tamariu . Walnut

Console with rack, a practical and attractive formula for small spaces or to boast of it, no matter the order, easy to assemble, for you who like the simple.



llança,



Llança

A wall hanger with a special appeal to enjoy it as much as we have enjoyed creating it. That if you do not forget your function and hang something.



s
,
agaro

,



S’Agaró . Walnut

S’Agarò hanger, a minimalist design, simple and without any screws, easy assembly so you do not waste much time
and you can hang your things in a few minutes.





Colours and materials
displayed in this brochure can differ 
sligtly fromreality due to the printing 
limitations.
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Mediterranean colorful.
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